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1. Introduction
Please modify your paper in using of English more professionally.

1.1. Submitting
Please make the article around the theme as much as possible and engineering; Please enrich the content of
your paper.

1.2. Manuscript requirements
All papers must be in Microsoft Word format, including figures, tables and references. The file of each paper
cannot be larger than 3,000Kb. Please embellish the figures in detail more carefully. Please improve the definition
of all the figures appeared in your paper with the distinguish rate as high as possible.
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1.3. Important Information
Please include these below advised parts in your paper as least (The correlative and the homologous are also
accepted): Introduction: Statement the research status more in detail by citing the references; Problem Statement;
Modeling and solution/Approach; Application/Case study; Conclusion: Summary of research results and future
study/ expectation. Please use model in your paper as much as possible, and proof should be included when a
theorem was proposed.
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